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GRAND ARMY FLAG DAY
COMMISSIONER'S MESSAGE

To the Boys and Girls of Rhode Island Schools:
A year ago you kept Flag Day when the freedom we cherish was in grave peril
and your country was fighting, with other peoples, for human rights and the liberty
of the world. You keep this day when many lands are rejoicing in the victory of
right and of might made right. Then you kept the day in memory of the times
of Lincoln and the patriots of '61 and '65, but with thoughts of our men fighting in
France. Now and hereafter you will keep the day in homage of the flag that long
ago led marching armies to give freedom to an oppressed race in our own land,
and, with its gleaming stripes and glittering stars, in your own time, has also led
the victorious advance of our patriots of '17 and '18, on land and sea, through
the horrors of war, to bear aid to the armies of friendly peoples and with them to
win freedom and peace for all the world, with
"The kindness of a world set free
For countless children yet to be."
The world war teaches the same civic lessons as the civil war. Behind the man
in khaki stands the man in blue. The more you learn of the sacrifice, courage and
kindness of those who freely offered their lives in the past two years that others
might be safe, the better you will understand all the heroism of the past, know
what it means to give all and to do all for country, and learn how to be true to
your country's flag in the coming years. Lincoln's faith in popular government
was the same faith that gave strength and victory to the allied hosts battling for
democratic civilization. May you and all the children and youth of the land in
our schools have this faith in democracy and with it a belief. taught by the civil
and world wars, that "Right is right and right the <lay must win."
The program of a year ago showed that war was necessary to make democracy
secure from the present attack and future menace of autocracy. But anarchy is
another foe of democracy, and liberty cannot be safe amid lawlessness and disorder
This is the reason for the selection of the special theme of this program, wi1ich is to
remind you that law and order are necessary to make "life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness" secure for every one. You will find many ,vise and inspiring thoughts
in the selections of the program, many of which were written expressly for you.
In the past year you have listened to the call of the Flag to do your part to win
the war and to protect it from hostile attack. It still calls you to protect it from
lawlessness, class hatred and anarchy. It is the flag of liberty and law. It speaks
of rights safe only under order. It teaches obedience to the rule of the right.

WALTER E. RANGER,
Commissioner of Public Schools.

SUGGESTIVE PROGRAM
THEME FOR FLAG DAY, 1919: DEMOCRACY AND LAW.
SoNG.

SALUTE ro THE FLAG.

RECITATIONS:
SoNG.

Ci.Ass EXERCISE:
SoNG.

Co~1M1ss10Nu's MESSAGE.

Ll:S-COLN A:,(D THE GRA?-D AR~!Y.
MESSAGES FROM OuR V1::n:a,u;s.

GROUP ExFRCISE:

ESSAY OR An0RF~S:

RECITATIONS.

DE\IOCRACY AND LAw.

L£sso:-.;s OF TllE \\'AR.

ADllRESS BY A VETERAN AS GUEST

SONG

(Class or group c,ercises may easily be arranged by assigning to rach pupil u .election or quotation.
Every program bhould include tributes to the Flag, Lincoln, and our \'cterans.)
A VICTORY PRAYER

"Almighty God, our Lord and Father! In the hour of our triumph we humbly
come into Thy sacred presence to offer to Thee first our homage, our gratitude and
our eternal fidelity.
''America, the land of Thy special blessing, has stood in defence of the right.
"Thy power has giYen strength to her arm and coural-'(e to her heart. Thou art
the victor; we but the instruments of Thy eternal pow<'r.
"In our night of affiiction and anxiety Thou has consoled and strengthened us.
Ami now in the dawn of peace we recognil.(• Thy loving hand. Give us, 0 Lord,
now more than CYer, a greater knowledge of Thy eternal law ancl the greater an<l
firrnrr determination to ohey it in all things.
"Jn Thy name we ha\'C battled for justice. J.Iay justice rule our lives now that
th1 uattle is won.
"\Ve have fought for right against might. May right, not might, he our nation's
guicle in all its future days.
"\Ve have fought for order among all the nations of the earth. May order rule
the internal life of our own dear land.
"Danish. 0 Lord, all hate, discord and dissension, and bind us all together in a
sacred union of mind and heart.
•·I.et not vain glory blind us to our duty, even to the fallen, but let humility
temper our strength that America may become Thy highest servant for the welfare
of humanity.
''K((•p. 0 I .ord. America in Thy tender proYidence. Dless her rulers, her government, her citizens, that by the love of lawfulness and the defence of justice she
may ever be the hope of salvation and help to all the children of the earth. Amen."
-Cardinal O'Co1111ell.
Laws arc made for the good of all, and all good and thoughtful people obey
them. The President of the United States obeys the laws an<l ~o does everyone
else who loves his Aag and his country. The laws of our land do not mean to
interfere with anything that is right and goo<l, or punish anyone who does the right.
Therefore, we should obey them, for that is to be loyal Amcricans.-Frot11 "A
.Moral Code for Boys and Girls," by Ver11011 P. Sq11fres.

"To be a11 A111erica11 is to love ,tlmcrica; to bt'lieve in America; to serve America.
To be a11 A111erica1i is to live by the American ideals of frrcdom, honor. and ser't'ice.
I thank God for the prit·ilege of bei11g a child of America I pra_\' that I may be
worthy of the privilt>ge. With gratit1tde, with J111mility, and high purpou for
service u•it/1 the heart, hand, and tongue. all together let us say, 'I am an Americm1.1 "-Sarah C. Bryaut.
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\Ve will revere and obey the Jaws, and we will do our best to incite a like
reverence and respect in those who are prone to annul them or set them at naught.
\Ive will strive increasingly to quicken the public's sense of civic duty.-From the
oath take11 by the young men of Athens.
I believe in the United States of America as a government of the people, by the
people, for the people, whose just powers are deri\'ed from the consent of the
governed; a democracy in a republic; a perfect union, one and inseparable;
established upon those principles of freedom, equality, justice, and humanity for
which American patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes. I therefore believe it
my duty to my country to love it, to support its Constitution, to obey its laws, to
respect its flag, and to defend it against all enemies.-From "The Americmi Creed,"
by /Vil,'iam T::ler Page.
lt is "recommended to the schoolmasters that they endeavor to impress the mind~
of their pupils with a sense of the being and providence of God, and the obligation
they are under to love and reverence Him, their duty to their parents and masters,
the beauty and excellence of truth, justice and mutual love, tenderness to brute
creatures, the happy tendency of self-government and obedience to the dictates
of reason and religion, the observance of the Sabbath as a sacred institution; the
duty which they owe to their country, and the necessity of strict obedience to its
laws."-From rnles and regi,lations for the free schools of Providence, adopted
Oct. 24, 1800.
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LINCOLN

WORDS OF LINCOLN

Liberty is your birthright.
Learn the laws and obey them.
It is a difficult rule, and so much the greater will be the honor if you perform
it well.
Those 'Who deny freedom to others deserve it not for themselves; and, under a
just God, cannot long retain it.
I implore the compassion and forgiveness of the Almighty, that He may enlighten the nation to know and to do His will.
Why should there not be a patient confidence in the ultimate justice of the
people? Is there a better or equal hope in the world?
Two principles have stood face to face from the beginning of Lime and will
ever continue to struggle. The one is the common right of humanity; the other
is the divine right of kings.
LINCOLN

'Tis not in kaisers or in kings
The hope of man we seek.
Their glittering sceptres, crowm. and
rings
Are baubles for the weak;
But we whose feet are firmly set
On freedom's broad highway,
\1./c seek man's hope far deeper yet
Than kingly pomp or sway.
We seek it in the people's sweat
And in their blood to-day!

\\'e seek man's hope-nor seek in vainWhere dreamers work and wait,
\Vhere boys in poverty and pain
Are growing to be great.
\Vhere boys like Lincoln, poor and plain,

But strong of hand and heart,
Grow upward through the sun and rain
To play a hero-part,
To cleanse their country from the stain
Of manhood in the mart!
Oh, let the kaisers and the kings
At rule and sceptre play.
Our hope is not in crowns and rings
And baubles such as they.
Rut wheresoever hearts aspire
To break a Christless ban,
The name of Lincoln will inspire
To higher hope and plan,
Will stir the generous soul's desire
To live and die for man!
-Denis A. McCarthy.

THE KAISER AND LINCOLN COMPARED IN LETTERS TO MOTHERS
THE KAISER'S LETTER

His Maj csty the Kaiser hears that you have sacrificed nine sons in defense of
the Fatherland in the present war. His Majesty is immensely gratified at the fact,
and in recognition is pleased to send you his photograph, with frame and autograph
signature.
LINCOLN'S LETTER.

Dear Madam-1 have been shown in the files of the \\'ar Department a statement of the Adjutant General of Massachusetts that you arc the mother of five
sons who have died gloriously on the field of battle. I feel how weak and fruitless
must be any words of mine which should attempt to beguile you from the grief
of a loss so overwhelming. But I cannot refrain from tendering to you the consolation that may be found in the thanks of the Republic they died to save. J
pray that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of your bereavement and
leave you only the cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the solemn pride
that must be yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom.
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II. THE GRAND ARMY
A WAR-TIME TOAST

Herc's to the him· of the wind -swept 'forth, when they meet on the fields of
France).lay the spirit oi Crant be over them all. a, the sons oi the Xorth advance!
Here's to the ~ray of the ,1111-ki,sed Soulh, \I hen thl') meet on the fields of
France1la)· th<: spirit nf Lt'c he o\cr thl'm all. as tht• sons of the South advance!
Herc\ to the Blm· and the (;ray a, ont'. whc:n tl1ey mc:ct on the fields of France).fay till' spirit oi (;od be O\'t'r them all, as !ht· Sons of the Flag arlvance-F.. L Mayo.
THE FLAG DEFENDERS

Fixed in the 1knl of their hravc endeavor,
Guarding the hanncr that blows ahove,
Lo, these gencrou, youths forcl'er
Ofkr their lil'c, for the land they
love!
~hrim•d as it \I ere on their country's
altar
Ever they'll >IH"ak though their lips
he dumb,
Bidding us never to fail or falter,
\\'hatsoever a foe may come!
Hert· will they ~,wak of the days departed,
Days with trouble and reason curst;
Herc will they speak of the dauntlesshearted
Soldier spirits that faced the worst;
Herc will they tell of the light that dimly
All hut sank in engulfing gloom,
Herc \I ill they spt·ak of the men that
grimly
Died to baffie the danger's doom!
Prai~ed be the hrooding s1>irit that
brought them
Forth from nothingness into light!

Praised be the dexterous hand that
wrought them
Ready and steady in freedom's flight 1
\ l'ar after year their strength and beauty
,iceting the eye will make men pause,
Stirring the heart with the pulse of duty,
\\'aking the soul to the country's cause!
Hit her, oh, come for your inspiration,
Freedom -lovers through all the years!
I lc:re is a sign of the land's salvation,
Conquering doubts and calming fears 1
E\Cry frivolous, shamdul fashion,
\\'orship of wealth or wanton's kiss,
Fades in the flame of the patriot-passion
Kind led and kept by deeds like this 1
Fixed in the deed of their bra\'e endeavor,
Here let the banner-defenders stand,
\laking the citi1.en's heart forever
Leap with pnde in his chosen land!
Shrined as it were on their country's
altar,
111·rc let them stand as the years go
by,
'->ymbol of C'ourage too firm to flatter,
Symbol of love too dear to die!
-De11is A. McCarth)•.

MESSAGES FROM OUR VETERANS

Then· are many lessons dra" 11 from thl· great world 11ar that arl' \'ital to the
future safety of democracy. \\'e ha\ e seen that free nations are chiefly
engaged in the arts of peace, a sphere incompatible with the maintenance of a
military machine, thus placing them at a disadvantage in resisting the assaults of
military trained nations bent on conquest. It is the trained athlete pitted against
the untrained man; hence the necessity of some form of alliance of free nation,
for mutual defencl'. \Vhat form it shall take is a dillicult problem, involving the
conflicting interests and poliril's of tll(' several countrks, which must be harmoni1.('cl to make it effrcti,t• ,\nother lesson hrouid11 tragically home to thiq
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country and its allies is that of prcp:ircdness for defence. As the ,\laster points
out, the strong man will prepare for defence of his possessions, lest an enemy
come and "bind him and spoil his goods." True, a glorious victory has been won
in spite of the initial t111preparedness of the nations assailed, but at a frightful
cost in precious lives, human suffering and treasure, immeasurably exceeding what
it would have been had they beC'n prepared. Among other leS$ons of the war for
serious thought and action are those suggested by the necessity for the cultivation
of an exalted patriotism without sentimentalism, of the highest type of Americanism as a protection against threatened war upon orderly government, and of
the artistic sense for a clearer spiritual vision, and further for the adoption of
unh·ersal military training for discipline, a vigorous manhood, and a high morale,
together with love of God and obedience to law.-Col. Daniel R. Bal/011.
v\le veterans and Grand Army men arc very proud of the part we took in saving
the Union and abolishing slavery from our country. We arc proud of ha1•i11g
served under that great and good Commander-in-Chief, Abraham Lincoln. The
Union armies fought for a just cause. We arc proud of our comrades of the
Spanish-American War, who freed Cuba from its chains, and our generous country
that returned il to the Cuban people and then helped them in every way they could.
\\'hat other country has such a record? \Ve are proud, oh, so proud, of the
splendid showing our dear boys ha1 e made in France. They have brought more
honor and glory for our country and flag. They are true Americans and the flower
of our land. Now one word more. \\'e old veterans will soon answer the last
roll call. Our last word to our boys and girls is, remember the sacrifices that
have been made in the past for our country and our flag-the flag that has never
gone down in defeat. \Ve must soon leave our country and flag in your care. -We
feel that you will all prove true Americans, worthy of the trust we place in you.
God bless you all.-Richard 1. B11rg!'s, Com111a11der of Aruold Post, No. 4, G. A. R.,
Late Lieutenant First R. J. Carnlry.
This is the seventh war in which this nation has engaged. Six times our Flag
has returned without defeat. \Vc carried the Stars and Stripes into the Southland
and broke the bonds of four million slaves. Our sons and grandsons have gone
over the seas to liberate all the inhabitants of the earth. Our Flag returns crowned
with the Laurel \.Vreath of Victory, and no tyrant, king or priest, shall again bind
any man.-Josiah D. Hunt, Deparlmcnt Chap.lain, G. A. R.
The war of the American Revolution was fought by the American soldier for
relief from the oppression inflicted by the British crown; in other words, for
individual liberty and the right of the people to make and execute laws for their
own government, in their own country, which arc the principles of republicanism
or democracy. The institution of African slavery in this country was a grievous
menace of the principles of self-government, and led to the "Civil War" or "'War
of Rebellion." The Union veterans fought bloody battles and suffered all the
horrors of war in defense of these principles and were successful, proving beyond
contradiction democracy could establish and maintain a stable government on this
earth for a free and prosperous and happy people. The German crown, selfish,
arrogant and unprincipled, denied the rights of free government by the people, not
only within its territorial limils, but elsewhere, and attempted and insisted on an
autocracy by which all laws should be made and executed by one man, the Kaiser,
and attempted to thrust this unholy doctrine upon the civilized world, subjecting
all peoples to abject slavery. It was this doctrine, this slavery, this autocracy, that
our boys in France have been fighting. They have their heel on the serpent's
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head. The principles are identical and the same as those for which the Union
veterans fought for four long years.-Samuc/ TV. K. Alle11, Past Departmc1it Commander, C. A. R.
The Boys of '61-5 who wore the blue fought to make good Andrew Jackson's
-assertion, "The Federal Union must and shall be preserved;'' iiicidrutally they
secured for each one of us ( for the white as well as for the black) personal
freedom, proving the truth of \Vebster's words, "Liberty and Union, now and
forever, one and inseparable." Their sons, the Boys of '98, fought that our ship~
might safely visit foreign ports; i11cidc11/all:v they conferred freedom on foreign
soils to adverse races. Their grandsons, the Boys of 1017-18. fought for the
freedom of the seas; incidentally they have secured freedom for the entire world.
Therefore
"Stand thou by thy country's quarrel.
Be that q1,arrel what it may;
They shall wear the brightest tau rel
\\'ho the greatest zeal display."
-George B. Peck, M. D., late Lie"tenant. 2d Reg/., R. 1. Vols.
We are often asked, "What is the difference between this war and the Civil
War?" J\fy answer is, "We were fighting for our Country and ottr Flag, and in
this war our boys were fighting for the Liberty and Equality of the whole world.
and in both wars we were successful. Now I wish to show how the veterans of
the Civil V•lar have helped to win this war. Soon after the war closed, the Grand
Army of the Repuhlic was organized, and one of the first duties of the nwmbcr,
was to visit the schools of the whole country and use our best endeavors to instill
the principle of patriotism, and the love of our Flag, and the country it represents
into the hearts of the scholars. No day was appointed for the purpose, and for
years we visited the schools on the Friday before Memorial Sunday, but in 1901
the General Assemhly enacted a law naming the hi,·thday of onr martyred
President, February 12, as Flag Day. and all Veterans now ,·isit the schools on
that day, and I believe that the work of the members of the G. A. R. in the schools
of the country for the last 50 years has been instrumental in causing the enlistment
of the young men. Every day now the soldiers of the U. S. A. are returning to
their homes, and soon there will be a new order established in our country which
will overshadow all others, but it will not be the Grand Army of the Republic, and
I think it can be rightfully named THE GRAND AR11Y OF LIBERTY.-Gcorgc
M essi11ger.
THE GRASS-GROWN GRAVES

Blow the bugle softly, boy, blow the bugle slowly.
Let its note faintly float where the banner waves.
Let it sound o'er the ground like a blessing holy,
Breathing o'er the grass-grown graves!
Blow the bugle gayly, boy, blow the bugle loudly,
Let it rise to the skies where the banner waves.
Let it thrill heart and will gallantly and proudly,
Singing o'er the grass-grown graves!
Blow the bugle proudly, boy, though our tears are falling,
Though we weep those that sleep where the banner waves,
\Veil we know that they go whither Fame is calling
Far beyond the grass-grown graves !-Drnis iH cCarth'!<•-
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III. THE NATIONAL FLAG
ODE TO THE FLAG

Stars of the early dawning, set in a field of blue;
Stripes of the sunrise splendor, crimson and white of hue;
Flag of our fathers' fathers, born on the field of strife,
Phoenix of fiery battle risen from human life;
Given for God and freedom, sacred, indeed, the trust
Left by the countless thousands returned to the silent dust.
Flag of a mighty nation waving aloft unfurled;
Kissed by the sun of heaven, caressed by the winds of the world;
Greater than kingly power, greater than all mankind;
Conceived in the need of the hour, inspired by the ~faster Mind;
Over the !iYing children, over the laureled grave,
Streaming on high in the cloudless sky, banner our fathers gave.
Flag of a new-born era, token of every right
\,\'rung from a tyrant power, unawed by a tyrant's might;
Facing again the menace outflung from a foreign shore,
Meeting again the challenge as met in the years before;
Under the spangled folds thy children await to give
All they have or are, that the flag they love shall live.
-Charles C. Crellin.
BANNER OF AMERICA

Banner of America! Oh, banner of the west-land!
Banner of a nation great and generous and young!
Banner of a land we deem the dearest and the best land,
Lights eternal be the star, that shine your folds among!
Banner of America! Oh, banner of the mountains!
Banner of the prairie-lands outspreading lone and far!
Banner of the mighty streams, the lakes, the falls, the fountainsLo\·e to you, and greeting, every stripe and every star!
Banner of America! Oh, banner of the- cowboys!
Banner of the pioneers that break the virgin soil,
Banner of the country-bred, the reapers and the plough-boys- None to you more loyal than the sons who watch and toil.
Banner of America! Oh, banner of the strcet-folkAre they lost in trafficking, in selfish plot and plan?
Nay, let danger threaten you, and, squalid folk or neat folk,
Banner of the roaring mart, they'll answer to a man!
Banner of America! Oh, gonfalon of glory!
Many a soldier son for you has suffered death's eclipse,
Many a sailor lad whose name is lost to song or story,
Gladly gave his life to see you shine above the ships.
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Banner of freedom that the centuries have sighed for,
Banner of a land that gives the soaring spirit scope,
Ever-sacred symbol of a dream that men have died for,
\\'ave above a nation where the humblest heart may hope!
-Denis A. McCarthy.
THE D A Y O F T HE FLAG

One hundred and forty-one years ago to-day the Continental Congress by formal
enactment established the Stars and Stripes as the new nation's flag. In design it
was essentially the same flag that commands our loyalty to-day, the only difference
being in the number of stars. The country's subsequent expansion, coupled with
the desire to continue the symbolism in the stripes as well as the stars, would by
now have produced an impossibly cumbersome standard had not an appropriate
compromise been effected just one hundred years ago.
The act of June 14, 1777, provided for a flag of thirteen stripes, alternate red
and white, with a union of thirteen stars, white in a blue field. New States
admitted to the Union claimed the right of representation on the national emblem,
a right that was recognized and promptly granted. So we may see in the Fort
McHenry flag of 1814, which inspired Francis Scott Key to write "The StarSpangled Banner," fifteen alternate red and white stripes as well as fifteen stars.
By the time the federation included eighteen States the ultimate difficulty was
foreseen, and it was decided that each new State should be represented by an
additional star in the Union and that the stripes should be limited to the thirteen
symbolizing the original States.
The history of the flag is of great interest, controverting the popular impression
that it was the product of an inspiration, as is suggested by references to "the bi1 th
of the flag." Instead of that it was the product of evolution. Rhode Islanders
have reason for pride, not only in the fact of a State Declaration of Independence
two months prior to that adopted by the Continental Congress, but in the apparently
authentic fact that the State originated the idea of a flag bearing a union of
thirteen white stars on a blue field. Several of the Colonies adopted flags of their
own early in the Revolution, and that of Rhode Island was practically the design
of the present State flag with the addition of the union.
The red and white stripes were apparently originated by the Philadelphia Troop
of Light Horse, which carried its own flag with a union of that design when it
escorted General Washington to New York in 1775. Washington's flag, adopted
in Cambridge in 1776, consisted of the present field of thirteen red and white
stripes, with the British and Union Jack as a union. Rhode Island and Philadelphia, then, seem to have furnished the two ideas of the Stars and the Stripes,
which were eventually incorporated in the design that has since served as the
national emblem.
The growth of that union of stars truly expresses, inadequate as any symbolic
expression must be, the wonderful expansion of our country in territory, in power
and resources and in human purpose and world responsibility. Those who so
earnestly strove to achieve a national emblem that would suitably represent the
structure and the united will of a new group of States could never have dreamed
of the importance to world welfare that it would some day signify. To them it
meant simply the banner of a small people struggling for the right of selfi overnment. It has become the symbol toward which all civilization is looking fo r
the preservation of its r iithts and its ideals.-Providtnce Journal, luu 1~, 1918.
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THE VOICE OF THE FL.AG

He little thought the flag could speak,
'Twas just a patch of beauty there
That he had seen from week to week,
Half-soiled and fluttering in the air.
Ile never dreamed it had a soul,
He never thought it was his friend,
Until the drums began to roll
And days of peace were at an end.

"Boy I Boyl" it seemed to cry to him,
"Come! I will make a man of you.
Come to the fields where alt is grim
And live or die for what is true."
He thought it strange, yet day by day
\\'here'er he saw Old Glory fly
Always to him he heard it say:
"For me out there your brothers die."

And then he saw the men pass by,
He heard the music of the band,
He saw the soldiers march-to die
If need be, out on No Man's Land.
But when the last brown line had passed,
And silence claimed the streets once
more,
Something that fluttered from a mast
Spoke as it never had before.

No rest or peace at night he knew.
The Flag was whispering in his
dreams
Of splendid deeds for him to do,
Telling of blood that flows in streams,
Until at last with eyes aglow
He bade farewell to home and all,
Stepped forward as a man to go,
His soul had heard Old Glory's call.
-Edgar A. Guest.

THE COL.ORS OF THE FL.AG

There is a flag, a grand old flag,
The red, the white, the blue;
It is so precious to my heart,
And I know it is to you.

The blue is like our soldiers true,
\Vho are ever pressing on
To win the day, the blessed day,
When victory shall be our song.

The red is like the hero's blood,
\Vhich was shed for me and you;
So now, dear classmates, let us prove
That we to it are true.

So let us all salute our flag,
The red, the white, the blue,
And ever with our loyal hearts
Prove that we to her are true.
-Seveiith Grade child, St. Louis
public schools.

The white is like the purity
Of our dear freedom's land,
And may it reach across the sea
And clasp our allies' hand.

OUR Fl.AG

I know three little sisters;
I think you know them, too.
One is red, an<l one is white,
The other one is blue.

I know three little lessons

Three little sisters tell.
The first is love, then purity,
And truth we love so well.

If the children of our state and of our great country could but learn fully
and well the lesson of respect and obedience to the law, the message of this Flag
Day program, the future of our democracy would be safe. It is not a difficult
lesson; it means simply recognizing our duty to our fellows, our obligation to
consider the good of many rather than selfish convenience or the interest of a few.
When we "pledge allegiance to our flag," as we have often done of late, "and to
the Republic for which it stands, one nation indivisible with liberty and justice to
all," shall we not also include a silent promise to respect and obey the Republic's
laws ?-Willard H. B~on, Supe,-intendent of Schools, W esltrly.
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1. Oh, say, canyou see, bythcdawn'scar-ly light, What so proudly wehail'd at the
2. On the shore dimly seen thro' the mi:,t:,of the deep, Where the foe's haughty host in dread
3. And where is that band who so v,iunting - ly swore, That the hav - oc of war and the
4. Oh, thus be it ev - er when freemen shall stand Be - tween their loved home and wild
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twilight's last gleaming, Whose brnad stripes and brightstars,thro' the per-ii - ous tight, O'er the
si- lencc re - po - ses, \Vhat is that which the breeze, o'e rthe tower- ingsteep, As it
bat-tic's con-fu- sion, A home and a c~un-try should leave us no more? Their·
war's des - o - la - tion; Blest with vict'ry and peace, may the heav'n-rescued land Praise the
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ram-parts we walch'd, were so gal- lant-ly strcammg? And the rockets' red glare, the bombs
fit - ful - ly blows, half conceals, half dis- clos- es? Now it catch-es the gleam of the
blood has wash'd out their foul footsteps' pol- Lu - tion. No re-fuge could save
the
pow'r that hath made and prcserv'd us a na- tion! Then conc'!Yer we must, whm our
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burst-ing in air, Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there, Oh, say does that
morning's first beam, In full glo - ry rc>-flect-ed, now shines on the stream :'Ti~ the star-span-gled
hireling and slave From the tPr- ror of flight or the gloom of the grave: And the stnr-span-gled
cause it is just, And this be our mot- to: " In God is our trust!" And thcstar-span-gled
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star-span-ii;led ban - ner yet
ban - nc-r· oh, lonp; may it
ban - ner in tri -umph doth
ban - ner in tri -umph shall
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wave O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave.
wave
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IV. DEMOCRACY AND LAW
True obedience is true liberty.-Biirke.
Obedience alone gives the right to command.-E111erso11.
Liberty and law have marched hand in hand.-Jolm Q1,incy Adams,
True liberty can exist only when justice is equally administered to all.-Lord
Mansfield.
God grants liberty to those who love it, and are always ready to guard and
defend i t.-Da11iel IV ebstcr.
Wise laws and just restraints are to a noble nature not chains, but chains of
mail-strength and defense.-R11skin.
There are two freedoms-the false, where a man is free to do what he likes; the
true, where a man is free to do what he ought.-Charles Kingsley.
Laws are the very bulwarks of liberty. They define every man's rights, and
stand between and defend the individual liberties of men.-J. G. Holland.
Democracy believes in law; it believes in government for the protection of
person, of property, of the family, of reputation. Democracy is as far removed
from anarchism as it is from socialism.-Lyman Abbott, in the Rights of Ma11.
The moment that law is destroyed liberty is lost, and men, left free to enter upon
the domains of each other, destroy each other's rights, and invade the field of
each other's liberty.-]. G. Holland.
1 now make it my earnest prayer that God would have you and the State over
which you pre~ide in His holy protection, that He would incline the hearts of the
citizens to cultivate a spirit of subordination and obedience to government; to
entertain a brotherly affection and love for one another and for their fellow
citizens of the United States at large.-George Washi11gto11.
For myself. therefore, I desire to declare that the principle that will govern me
in the high duty to which my country calls me, is a strict obedience to the letter
and spirit of the constitution, as it was designed by those who framed it-Martin
Van Buren.
NO RED FLAG IN AMERICA

America, to all the world
Thou stretchest forth a friendly hand ;
Beneath thy glorious flag unfurled
No bars to human progress stand.
The honest mind
In thee can find
No chains to hamper or to bind,
Thou dearest hope of all mankind,
Thou first and freest land!

Then what of those who now would
flout
Thy flag that millions died to save,
Since first upon the breeze flung out
It stirred the spirits of the brave?
\,Vhat men are those,
\ \·hat fools and foes,
Would change the flag the fathers
chose,
And in the place where it arose
A blood-red flag would wave?

No lovers of their kind are they
\1\/ho'd wreck the work the fathers
wrought.
Blind leaders of the blind are they
Who'd render vain the fight they fought
Not love but hate
Inspires the prate
That bodes such e,·il to the State;
But by the God that rules our fate,
Their plans shall come to nought!
Before no flaming flag of red
Thy spirit, 0 Columbia, cowers;
No symbol of disorder dread
Shall palsy thy heningant powers!
But over thee,
From sea to sea,
Shall float the banner of the free.
The flag of law and liberty,
That Starry Flag of ours'
-Denis A. McCarthy.
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MESSAGES ON DEMOCRACY ANO LAW

The greatest struggle in the history of the world has been won to "make the
world safe for democracy." To "make democracy safe for the world" the world
must be educated to appreciate its true value and to know that its greatest virtues
are equality and justice founded upon law and order. The Constitution of the
United States is the supreme law. The Constitution gives to everyone life, liberty
and happiness. Let us hold fast to the faith and the Constitution of the fathers.H 011. David l. White, East Greenwich.
Our most precious inheritance from our Anglo-Saxon forefathers is the system
of laws brought from the Mother Country and rut into operation here. That
system has been changed from time to time to meet the different conditions arising
in the development of our country. By that system we have built on a substantiai"
foundation the most wonderful democracy the world has ever seen. Our successfu!
participation in the great world war has shown what can be done by a democratic
government of, by and for the people in a righteous cause when the proper spirit
prevails.-Adjuta11t General Charles M. Abbot.
Obedience to law is an act of patriotism-not the kind of obedience which
despotic governments er,force upon an enslaved people, but the cordial assent of
those who, having made their own laws, give Joyal assent to them both in word
and riced. It is the high privilege of the school children of Rhode Island to be
living in a land where the law is the expressed will of the people; it is their duty
to obey this law as those who love their country more than their personal liberty.
Every child who renders cheerful obedience to the law is a true patriot-Elmer S.
llosmer, Pawtucket High School.
Let pupils learn in school life that equality of man means equality of opportunity,
not of possessions; that "might does not make right;" that "the greatest gocid to
the greatest number" is an even more important and just principle than that of
individual rights, important though that is; and that obedience to the laws of the
school is necessary for the best interests of all. So taught, they will be obedient
to the law of State and Nation which they or their representatives have framed,
and will adhere faithfully to the principles of true democracy which our forefathers so wisely recognized and proclaimed.-George H. Ecluls, Tech11ical High
School, Providence.
A real democracy is a government neither for the many nor the few; neither
for the majority nor the minority. It is a government for the good of the whole
people. Such a government functions perfectly only when each citizen feels obliged
to live out his best life and do his best work for the service of the community.
This obligation to serve others, as distinguished from a license to please and profit
ourseh·es, this flowing together and moving together of the best life and the best
work of its whole citizenship, is the one great law of obedience on which depends
the preservation and growth of the organism of a democratic state.-Rev. A11g11st11s
M. Lord, First Co11gregatioual Church, Providence.
Democracy in fact is never firmly rooted in national life unless its essence is
embodied in law, and a love for it is taught to each new generation. Democracy
is not inborn in the human race, but is acquired by citizens from their environment
and education. Tf laws are just, as they should be, and embody in themselves the
essential principles of equal opportunity and fair dealing, then belief in democracy
and obedience to law become easy and natural. That nation, therefore, is most
truly democratic where law conforms to justice and right reason, and where
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parents and teachers live their democracy intelligently, and thus inculcate its
teachings by example as well as by precept -1. Q. Dcalcy, Brown U11iversitJ•.
As a rule those laws which deal with the offenses of individuals are reasonable,
and even when seemingly otherwise they should be obeyed. Such obedience is
necessary to an orderly government. School boys sometimes violate the laws.
When the young reach the voting age a new and most important duty devolves
upon them, and that is to sec that every law enacted is just. Too little
attention is paid to civic duty. Some of the most important laws are undemocratic.
The word democracy should include both industrial and political liberty. Much
suffering is caused by our failure to live up to the motto of Thomas Jefferson:
''Equal Rights to All; Special Privileges to None."-Hon. L1icitts F. C. Garvin.
The relatively small sufferings of our country through participation in the great
war can hardly result in national chastening, but we have been made to apprecialc
the effectiveness of a universal national obedience to a central aulhority for the
defense of democracy. I, remains now to transfer that obedience to the maintenance and perpetuation of that same democracy. Unless the teachers of the
country seize this golden opportunity to impress on the minds of pupils the value
of obedience to all rightful authority, one of the most beneficent lessons of the
war will have been unlearned. If pupils fail to cooperate in realizing this ideal,
the future of American democracy will be to that extent imperilled.-Chades E.
De1111is, Jr., Hope Street High School, Providence.
Democracy means law and order. Its greatest victory is won over the hearts
of men. The same patriotism which, in struggle, urged our brothers forth to die
bravely and well, spurs us, in victory, to live courageously and rightly. Selfish
tendencies must be mastered for common good; personal advantage must be
sacrificed for general welfare. Peace for the right-minded American citizen
expresses itself in industry, courtesy, justice, honesty and purity, both in
individual and national life. The decisive battle is waged neither in the trench
nor on the sea, hut deep down in the inmost souls of Democracy's sons. The
path to freedom merges into the path of discipline.-Rev. James A. Craig, St.
Sebastia11's Church, Providence.
Honesty and respect for and obedience to authority are, to my mind, the
underlying principles which make for loyal American citizenship. These principles
should be taught and practiced in every home and school in the land. They
shall be brought into all lines of endeavor, the workshop, all occupations and
professions. Special emphasis should be placed on the fact that honesty is as
essential and as applicabie to our dealings with corporations, or with town, city
or state governments, as with the individual. If we are to continue to have
peaceful conditions in our counlry, these principles must be followed closely; in
fact, more attention and emphasis must be placed, for the future, on the teaching
of civics and ethics in our schools.-Joh,1 F. Deering, S1,perilltendent of Schools,
WPst Warwick.
There can be no lasting and enduring Democracy without its people yielding
obedience to the laws established and enacted by their chosen representatives. No
government could survive the riot and ruin that would eventually follow in
the wake of the adoption of a contrary course. The County Court House in the
City of Worcester, l\fassachusetts, bears over its entrance the inscription,
"Obedience to the Law is Liberty." It is that spirit of our citizens and regard
for American institutions that has made us pre-eminent among the nations and a
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world exemplar of the highest type of Democracy. To that feeling of loyalty
engendered by a true and patriotic love of country, our heads and our hearts must
ever be responsive.-Hon. Peter G. Gerry, [ 1 11:tcd States Sc11ator from Rhode
lsla11d.
Ours is a Government of law made by the majority of the people. This we call
Democracy. Russia's troubles to-day arise from the absence of Democracy.
E, eryone makes his own law there. Our law is a body of rules which we impose
upon ourselves because we realize that each one must give up some rights for the
good of all. It is impossible for each of us to do everything we would like to
do when we live with others. It takes self-restraint to abide by our rules when
we personally would like to do differently. If we are not willing to restrain
ourselYes, then the law compels us to do so. \Vhen we think it over, we know that
this is necessary and best for all. No lesson is so important for us as this lesson
of obedience to the laws which we have made for oursclves.-llon. Chester W.
Barrows, Associate Justice, Superior Court of Rhode Island.
A democracy cannot succeed unless the people are disposed to obey the laws
that they have established. It is impossible for human beings to live together
without government and obedience to law. There is a danger that people who
are liberated from tyranny will attempt to live without the restraints of law, and
that such a course will result in confusion and destruction. The success of
democracy in our own country depends upon the willingness of the people to do
all that they can to support law and preserve order. At a time when the people
of other lands are only beginning to enjoy the privileges of freedom every
American should take pride in the endeavor to make our governmcut a worthy
example.-!. 0. Winslow, S1tpcri11tcndent of Schools, Providmce.
Our government is based upon the principle that all men are created free
and equal.
Laws arc made by the representatives of the people for the
government of the people, and the whole system depends upon the intelligence
of the governed. Therefore the public schools of our country were founded and
are maintained lo prepare our children for good citizenship in the fullest sense of
the word. The German government did not believe that a Republic such as ours
could or would discipline itself enough to amount lo anything in the war. Our
government provc<l itself patient, long-suffering. and slow to anger, but when it
became necessary, the people of the United States took up arms in order that
"government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the
carth."-T,flil/iam F. Jliiller, S11pcrintc,,de11t of Schools, Warwick.
If there is one thing of greater importance than another to impress upon the
mind of the coming generation it is :hat without a close observance of reasonable
la'A'S no nation can carry on the peaceful pursuits of life or even exist as a
nation for any length of time. Democracy means government by the people, but
if the people of a nation do not observe the laws of that nation they arc not fit
to govern. Laws must be obeyed so as to have a foundation for a government that
will protect its citizens. A lack of law observance brings about anarchy. Under
such rule no life or property is safe. \Ve are at the present time having the
most striking object lessons in conditions of a nation under the terrible reign of
anarchism in several of the nations of Europe. We should so guide the youth of
our nation that the perverted teaching of the anarchist could never find a receptive
spirit in their minds or hearts, and a profound respect for law and order be
thoroughly taught and impressed upon them.-Giles W. Easterbrooks, Mayor,
Pawtucket.
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If the triumph of the Allies in the world's greatest war just ended means
anything at all, it means a complete vindication of established law and authority.
Those misguided zealots who seek to construe the overthrow of Germany as a
vindication of Bolshevism have sadly misread the results. \\'bile we detest and
have beaten to the ground the forces of Kaiserism, we have not and will not put
our 0. I<. on Bolshevism or Anarchy. The latter, if anything, is even worse than
Kaiserism, and the free atmosphere of America will be found to be a most
unhealthful place for the growth of such wild and dangerous doctrines as have
taken hold at least temporarily in Russia. The American people can safely be
trusted in this hour of supremt' triumph to steer a ~teady course between the
menace of Autocracy on one hand and that of Anarchy on the other. Obedience
to law and legally established authority, respect for the lik, liberty, rights and
property of our neighbor is the lasting lesson of Germany's deserved clownfall.Ho11. James fl. lliggi11s.
The war is over and a new era about to be instituted under which the world
will gather the fruits of the courage, the patriotism and l1croic sacrifices of the
nations that struggled for the preservation of freedom and the restoration of law.
\Ve have fought this war that the spirit of democracy shall survive; that the
peoples of the 1\ orld shall be free from the dictates of self-appointed masters;
that, in the silence of arms after the battle of freedom has heen won, reason
and law shall guide the destinies of nations. 1n the past four years civilization
has been outraged by the unbridled ambitions of a German war lord who sought
to bestride the world like a colossus, knowing no check of natural rights or
international law. Against this despotic ruler, practically the entire world rose in
arms and finally beat him into ~ubmission. Xow he stands dethroned, abandoned
and alone in a foreign land, condemned by the judgment of all nations. The
plainest lesson of the war is that no nation or group of nations can hope to prosper
in defiance of law and order. The preservation of the world in security and
peace must depend upon respect for law. HC'r voice is the harmony of the world./lon.
Ke11ued3•, Co11yrcss111a11 from Rhode Island.
By law we mean not the will of a master, but the expression of the general will
and conscience of the community. \\'c mean something which is not fixed, but
which changes as the moral sense of the community advances in its upward march
to a higher civilization. \\'e mean, since law is the expression of the organized will
and conscience of the community, that the members of the community are not
only under obligations to obey the law and to help enforce it, but also that they
have the right to participate in the making of the law~. By liberty we mean the
right to be free from the dictation of arbitrary power and the right to share in
the making of the laws. \Ve also mean the enjoyment of all those personal rights
which in America arc secured to the individual by our organic law Law and
liberty are not contradictory. They arc interdependent and supplement each other.
Liberty prevents law from becoming fixed, and law prevents liberty from degenerating into license. This conception of liberty and this conception of law lie at the
foundation of democracy and sl"lf-government, and constitute what has been called
the very essence of modern civilization.-1/011. Le Baro11 Bradford Coll, l i11ited
States Senator from Rhode Island.
There could be no greater mtnace lo the idea and ideal of a law-abiding world
than the autocracy of a free-for-all, t\·crybo<ly-a-rulc-unto-himself kind of liberty.
Democracy that does not bear fruit in the direction of the involved principle of
the ''greatest good to the greatest number" is an anarchistic expression of freedom
destructive of civil and religiuus liberty. Long before there was any world-war,
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the writer oi this paragraph contended that America's distinct contribution to
society was the practical expression of democracy by law-abiding citizens. To
make such a contribution to the life of the great moral-hungry world in the present,
as well as to guarantee the perpetuity of our own democratic institutions and
principles of government, every citizen must be impressed anew with the fact
"that no man liveth to himself' and that every man is his "brother's keeper" To
think of the rule of democracy without obedience to law and order and without
the spirit of unselfishness, service and sacrifice, would be like thinking of the
kingdom of God on the earth without the rule of justice and mercy, and the
kingdom of heaven beyond the earth without the reign of righteousness and
peace.-Rev. James D. Dingtvcll, Pawfocket.
The first real democracy in the world's history was established by the Pilgrims
at Plymouth in 1620. The descendants of these Pilgrims and their neighbors
one hundred and fifty-six years later expressed the doctrine of the Mayflower
compact in the assertion that governments derive their just powers from the
consent of the governed and that the unalienable rights of mankind are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. To-day we seek to make the world safe
for democracy, and obedience to reasonable law is the corner-stone for our building. \\ hen the call came to conserve gasoline on successive Sundays, the response
was obeyed to the letter and by almost every citizen. Obedience to law is fundamental to our political "pursuit of happiness." This must begin in the home and
be continued in all the activities of life. A people or a nation that considers a
law as a "scrap of paper" to be flouted at will is well on the road to destruction.
The stirring events of the past four years have demonstrated the necessity of laws
and that they perform their perfect work only when the community meets them
with ready and prompt obedience. Germany is now humiliated, and must in the
long years to come pay an enormous penalty for violating the principles which
the Mayflower compact, by the voluntary consent of untitled, God-fearing men,
set forth as fundamental to community and civic life.-Lewis H. Meader, Ph. D.,
Lcxillgto11 Avenue School, Providence.
The law is too often considered a mystery, and regarded with that feeling of
awe that inspired the ancient Egyptian whenever he approached the temple of his
chief goddess, Isis. Over the entrance to her abode there appeared this inscription : ''I am all that has been, that now is, and that will be; no mortal has yet
lifted the veil from my face." This deity, who taught the dwellers along the banks
of the Nile the art of cultivating wheat and barley, personified the eternal and
mysterious law of nature that brings forth from the earth the crops of food that
give life and sustenance to the human race. The law is also a benefactress of
exalted origin, to whom we owe homage, from whose face, however, the veil is
lifted, and whose purposes and beneficent workings we should all understand.
Ignorance and disregard of the law lead to wrong-doing, and anarchy and misery.
Life, liberty, property and happiness depend upon the law and its proper
observance. In a democracy like the United States every citizen has a part in
the making of the laws and owes to himself and his country the sacred duty of
acquainting himself with the law of the land, of obedience to it and respect for
those who administer it. True Americanism begins with the child at home,
through obedience and respect to parents and elders, fidelity and respect to the
teacher and lessons of the school, and loyalty to the law of God and the law of
the land.-Hon. Frederick R ,ucklrt, Stat, Bor1rd of Educr1tion, and Justic, of
Sixth Judicial District Court.

The Hun is defeated, but othe.r dange.rs threaten us. The anarchist, the
I. W. W., the Bolshevik, menace us with loss of public order and security. Minds
diseased, twisted or half-educated, are likely to be stampeded. Half truths, or
sentiments having some flashy resemblance to truth, are likely to appeal to those
of poor mentality or those poorly trained. It is the duty of the school to ground
its pupils in sound political, economic and ethical principles, so that the judgment
may not be led astray by specious arguments or insane visions. No thinking person
can fail to realize the need of Jaw and the duty of respecting it. Those who
oppose public law would substitute simply the law of the individual; this would
become at once the law of might, and mankind would revert at once to savagery.
It would be well for our young people and some older ones to become familiar
with the story of the mutiny of the ship Bounty and of Pitcairn's Island. As one
follows the career of the anarchistic mutineers and observes how they were forced
to develop a democratic community founded on Christian principles in order that
they might live in peace and security, he must understand the rise of law and order.
Undoubtedly there are evils which cry for remedy. But the wise surgeon
cuts out the cancer, not the healthy tissue. Our heritage is sacred-millions have
worked and fought for its creation. ln a modern democracy reform is always
pos5i.ble through the creation of public sentiment and the use of the franchise. No
evil can long exist without corrective measures starting and soon supplanting the
evil with good.-Leonard H. Campbell, E11g/ish High School, Providence.
"Over there" lie thousands of young men, hardly more than boys, who have
made the supreme sacrifice of youth, opportunity, and life. They were the promise
of the future. They were to be the men who would make the laws, guide the
state, make that democracy, which is the wide-open thoroughfare for merit, safe
for the next generation. In the "poppy fields of Flanders," in the valleys of the
Aisne, the Marne, and the Somme they won their honorable discharge and our
lasting gratitude, for they have played the game, and they sleep in hero graves.
Who arc to take their places? Who are to do the work they gladly would have
done? On whom docs the responsibility fall? Who must make good their loss?
Who must learn to develop individuality, initiative, and self-control? The answer
is not in doubt. This country must look to the pupils now in the schools-look
anxiously, for her best blood has been shed. Never before has a greater
responsibility rested on pupils and teachers. Never before was there a greater
demand for trained minds, skilful hands, and stout hearts. Never before have
pupils and teachers had a greater incentive to apply themselves with all their
strength to their daily tasks. In this way in some degree they may pay their debt
to those who "gave the last full measure of devotion" for liberty and humanity.
It is, indeed, a heavy responsibility that may well cause everyone to hesitate; but
on such a day as this-a day full of the inspiration of the wonderful life of the
greatest American, and a day dedicated to the heroes of '61-'65, pupils and teachers
may take fresh courage and resolve that they will do not only their "bit" but their
best.-Herbert W. Lull, Superi11te11de11t of Schools, Newport.
AN AMERICAN CREED

I am an American. I believe in the dignity of labor, the sanctity of the home,
and the high destiny of democracy. Courage is my birthright, justice my ideal
and faith in humanity my i"l.liding star. By the sacrifice of those who suffered
that I might live, who died that America might endure, I pledge my life to my
country and the liberation of mankind.-Tht Outlook.
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LESSONS OF THE WAR

THE FALL OF AUTOCRACY

How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer . . . . For thou hast said in
thine heart, "I will ascend into heaven, will exalt 111y throne above the stars of
God. . .
I will be like the :\lost High." Yet thou shalt be brought down to
hell, to the sides of the pit. They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and
consider thee, saying, "Is this the man that 111ade the world to tremble, that did shake
kingdoms; that made the world as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof?"'Selcctio11s from the Prophecies of Isaiah, Chapter XIV.
1°.\I TJRI,;D OF KINGS

God said, I am tired of kings,
1 suffer them no more;
Up to my car the morning hrings
The outrage of the poor.

Call the people to!{ether.
The young men and the sire,,
The digger in the harvest-field,
Hireling and him that hires;

Think ye 1 made this ball
A field of havoc and war,
Where tyrants great and tyrants small
Might harry the weak and poor?

\nd here in a pine statc-hou,e
Thc:y ~hall choose men to rule
111 every needful faculty,
In church and state and school.

i\fy angel-his name is FreedomChoose him to be your king;
He shall cut pathways east and west
And fend you with his wing.
*
*
*
*
will have never a noble,
No lineage counted great;
Fishers and choppers and ploughmen
Shall constitute a state.

Lo, now! if these poor men
Can go,ern the land and sea
And make just laws below the sun,
,\s planets faithful be.

Go, cut down trees in the forest
And trim the straightest boughs;
Cut down trees in the forest
And build me a wooden house.

break your bond~ and masterships,
And l unchain the slave:
Fret' he his heart and hand henceforth
As wind and wandering wave.
-Emrrso11.

And ye shall succor men;
'Tis nobleness to serve;
Help them who cannot help again :
Beware from right to swerve.

PE.\lE .\1'-0 TIIE COi.LAPSE OF AUTOCRACY

America is rejoicing in the peace. But it is not merely the peace which inspires
America's joy. For in the first two years after the war began America was at
peace, and she was not rejoicing. She was humiliated. If the impossible could
happen and socialistic Germany should attempt to revive the war which autocratic
Germany has abandoned. we should still rejoice, for our joy is because one of the
greatest purposes for which we entered this war, for which we have given our
sons, spent our money, and invited and accepted our slight self-sacrifices, has been
accomplished. Autocracy is destroyed beyond all hope of reaction. This is the
secret and spring of our rejoicing.
Three forces have combined in bringing about the destruction of absolutism in
E urope-the folly of the autocrats, the courageous devotion of the armed defenders
of liberty, and the awakened aspirations and hopes of the hitherto subject peoples.
These forces have without conscious co-operation contributed to a predestined end,
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and the result confirms what in these pages was said in the first week of the war:
"We do not undertake to interpret the will or purpose of the Almighty. But we
believe with Hegel that God has a plan, and that history is nothing but the working
out of His plan in human affairs. And we believe that the Austrian Prime Minister
and the German Emperor have made a fatal mistake in leaving this truth out of
their reckoning in their endeavor to destroy the great democratic movement in
Europe."-Lyma,i Abbott.
IN FLANDERS' FIELDS
AN APPEAL

In Flanders' fields the poppies grow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly,
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved; and now we lie
In Flanders' fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe!
To you, from failing hands, we throw
The torch. Be yours to lift it high!
If ye break faith with us who die,
We shall not sleep, though poppies blow
In Flanders' fields.
-Lt. Col. Joh,i McCrar.

AN ANSWER

In Flanders' fields the cannon boom,

And fitful flashes light the gloom.
While up above, like eagles, fly
The fierce destroyers of the sky;
With stains, the earth wherein you lie
Ts redder than the poppy bloom
In Flanders' fields.
Sleep on, ye brave. The shrieking shell,
The quaking trench, the startled yell,
The fury of the battle hell
Shall wake you not, for all is well.
Sleep peacefully, for all is well.
Your flaming torch aloft we bear,
\Vith burning heart an oath we swear
To keep the faith, to fight it through,
To crush the foe, or sleep with you
In Flanders' fields.
-C. B. Galbreath.

TIIE AKX!OUS DEAD.-AXOTllER ANSWER.

0 guns, fall silent till the dead men hear
Above their heads the legions pressing on;
(These fought their fight in time of bitter fear
And died not knowing how the day had gone).
0 flashing muzzles, pause and let them sec
The coming dawn that streaks the sky afar;
Then let your mighty chorus witness be
To them, and Cresar, that we still make war.
Tell them, 0 guns, that we have heard their call,
That we have sworn, and will not turn aside,
That we will onward till we win or fall,
That we will keep the faith for which they died.
Bid them be patient, and some day, anon
They shall feel earth enwrapt in silence deep,
Shall greet in wonderment the quiet dawn,
And in content may turn them to their sleep.

-Lt. Col. John McCrea.
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OUR DUTY TO THE BOYS FROM FRANCE

''l view the war as a relay .-ace. First it was the highly sensitive and those
to whom the opportunity first came, who ran. Then it was Kitchener's mob and
the mass of French conscription who took up the race. Then the territorials, and
so on down the line. Last it was your own boys.
'"And now they pass the glove to you- you girls, you mothers, you fathers.
The men at the front have had time to dream. They have idealized you; they
have given you \'irtues which perhaps you cannot attain. But you must endeavor
Lo live up to their expectations. They expect you will keep them from sinking
below themselves- below the bigness they have attained by 'going straight, being
decent and being white men.'
"\Var has taught that courage alone matters. Take the chaps with arms and
legs missing-the blind. They have risen so high above life and they arc so
proud of their spirit and disrespectful of their bodies that their mutilations really
don't matter.
''The fighting man has found religion not in thought but in act. He wants to
go straight, be decent and be a white man. The war has taught the soldier to be
tender hearted.
'It has taught the civilians to be cheerful; it has given our women a new
independence. The war has shown us that we have social obligations and has
taught us how to make virtue attractive.
"The nations will no longer regard each other through caricature. \Ve will not
try to find the faults but the good points in our neighbors.
"There is one new nation now-the army of the gentlemen of France. They
will never come back; they sleep in graves on the battlefields. \Ve have got to
be worthy of them. We have got to fight our prejudices. The people back horn,~
have got (0 make themselves worthy of their boys when they return."-Co11i11gsby
Dawson.
THE BO\'>

\Vhere arc the lads we love,
Jack and Tommy and TeJ;
Boys of the roundabout
Whom we tucked in the trundle-bed;
Boys who with laugh and shout
:Made light of their youthful scars?
They have all gone out;
They have gone to the wars!
\lv'herc arc the lads we love,
Love as we loved of old
When their locks were like tangled tow
Or their heads seemed haloed with
gold?

T,im in khaki clad,
Or in the blue of the tars,
\'irilc, valorous, glad,
They have gone to the wars!
\\' here are the lads we love?
Picardy and Champagne,
Hark to the tales they tell
Of our fearless fighting ,train!
There are the lads we love
Under the Stripes and Stars!
God, bring them back again,
They who have gone to the wars!
-Clilito,1 Scollard.

PEACE OF THE FUTURE

"Shall the military power of any nation or group of nations be suffered to
determine the fortunes of peoples over whom they have no right to rule except
the right of force?
"Shall strong nations be free to wrong weak nations and make them subject to
their purpose and interest?
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"Shall peoples be ruled and dominated, even in their own internal affairs, by
arbitrary and irresponsible force or by their own will and choice?
"Shall there be a common standard of right and privilege for all peoples and
nations, or shall the strong do as they will and the weak suffe1· without redress?
"Shall the assertion of right be haphazard and by casual alliance, or shall there be
a common conce1·t to oblige the observance of common rights?
·•~o man, no group of men, chose these to be the issues of the struggle. They
are the issues of it; and they must be settled by no arrangement or compromise
or adjustment of interests, but definitely and once for all and with a full and
unequivocal acceptance of the principle that the interest of the weakest is as sacred
as the interest of the slrongcst."-Thc l'resid,mt at New York.
OUR FLEET AT SEA

No despot's rule can draw a line
To circumscribe our liberty.
Free as the skies above us shine,
\\'e claim the freedom of the sea.
Behold our transports on the main,
\\'ith thousands of our cheering sons;
Our convoys watch the watery plain
And bid defiance to the Huns.
Go on, brave ships! Your bold advance
Is hailed with joy from shore to
shore;

You sent a million men to France,
And hope to send a million more.
Strong in tlie light you shine to-day,
\,Vith all your starry stripes unfurled,
To fight three thousand miles away,
A sight to cheer and thrill the world!
Columbia, speed with all thy might
Thy ships lo win a race sublime;
And thou shalt hold, serene and bright,
The torch of Freedom for all time.
-Washington Vai. Dusc11.

EDUCATION FOR AMERICANIZATION

The very thing that is essential to he done now is that \\'e shall put into the
hands of e, ery man born in this country, or not born in this country, who is here
to-day, the tools by which he can open the archives of Americanism; by which he
can know what the President writes; by which he can know what other nations
do; by which he is not bound and fettered by the language that he originally
speaks, but by which he can haYe opened to him all the opportunities of our great
newspapers, of our state papers, and of all those means by which enlightenment
comes to man. Liberty enlightening the world! \Ve are the bearers of that torch
It must be a human torch, lighting the. path down which will come a finer civilization. It must be a torch for the curing of the nations. lt must be a light that
will be broad and not narrow, catholic and not insolent, sympathetic, human, essentially divine.-Fra11k/i11 K. Lane.
"TEACHERS THE APPOINTED LEADERS OF THE NATION'S GREAT RESERVE"

To the Teachers of America:
For more than a year the Food Administration has been increasingly indebted
to the schools of America. Teachers. pupils, and administrati,·e officers have been
most cordial in their support of all that has been undertaken to provide food for
those who have a right lo expect it of us. 1 welcome this means of giving credit
to those who so deserve it, and of expressing my p rsonal gratitude to them.
No one will sec more clearly than you the difficnlties that surround the food
problem, and none will appreciate more fully the necessity of exact information,
most widely disseminated, as a basis for effective popular support. And this
popular support is absolutely indispensable.
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Then· may be those who have doubts a, to what their duly in this crisis is, but
the teachers cannot be of them. They arc the appointed leaders of the Nation's
great rc:;crve; if this force fails, the hope for a victorious peace will be in vain.
Let them be thankful that they find themselves in a place so honorable and so
commanding.
The policy of the Food Administration is built upon the widest publicity of
facts, and full confidence in the determination of the people voluntarily to do
whatever is manifestly necessary. The educational forces of the country will aid
incalculably in translating this policy into hi,tory.-H erbert H oovcr.

To School Teachers of the U11itcd States:
It is quite unnecessary, I am sure, for me to urge a continuance of the service
you and your pupils have rendered lo the Nation and lo the great cause for which
America is at war. Whatever the Nation's call has been, the response of the
schools has been immediate and enthusiastic. The Nation and the Government
agencies know and appreciate your loyalty and devotion and are grateful for your
unfailing support in every war service.
The schools and colleges of America arc justified by their works when the
youth of our land and the homes from which they come are united in unselfish
devotion and unstinted sacrifice for the cause and the country we hold dear.
The spirit of American democracy is a heritage cherished and transmitted by public
education. All that America has meant to us and to the world in the past it
must mean with greater and more disinterested devotion in the future. The civic
sense that has made each home and child part of a community, part of a state,
part of a Nation, is to-day deepened by this war and its issues. It affects the fate
of the many lands and peoples whose blood is in our Ycins, and whose happier
future will be part of the triumph of the principles for which we fight.
The doors of the schools have opened to a new generation of children. Your
responsibilities, great in the past and greatly met, arc still greater to-clay/Voodrow Wilson.
HENCEFORTH TO BE AMERICAN

Our men who fight across the sea
Have set high goals for you and me.
Henceforth it means that every man
Who calls himself American
Must rise above the common plane
Of courage in his hours of pain;
Must stand to duty unafraidKeep every pledge and promise madeAnd live his faith in God on high,
Or He shall give their deeds the lie.

No woman's cheek is wan and pale
Because our soldiers passed along.
They came and left with merry song,
And tenderly in every place
\Vrote happiness on every face.
They've taught the world we're quick to
share
The burdens that our brothers bear
And in their cause will even die,
Their freedom and their peace to buy.

They've won for us the world's respect.
They've taught in valor's dialect,
Which every race and every land
And every child can understand,
That he is more than just a man
Who wears the name "American."
They've carried smiles to children sad;
Shared with the hungry all they had;
Lifted the burdens of the olrl.
And lit new fires on hearthstones cold.
No shame has followed in lheir trail.

Henceforth to be American
\,Vill test the courage of a man
He. who shall toil for self, shall place
A shameful blot upon his race.
:\nd he who fails to share his bread
\,Vith hungrier men. shall shame his
dead.
The world has learned our nobler side
,\nd looks upon us all with pride.
To keep the glory they have won.
\Ve must do all our men have done.
-Edgar A. Guest.
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VI. THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD WAR
1914.
Nov. 18-U. S. S. Tennessee fired on by Turks at Smyrna.
Dec. 27-United States protests British stoppage of American trade.
1915.
Feb. 2-Great Britain declares food contraband of war.
Feb. 11-United States warns Great Britain and Germany to respect flag and not
to attack United States Ships.
Feb. 16- Unitcd States protests German "blockade" of British Isles.
Feb. 18-Gcrmany rejects protest against threatened sinking of neutral shipping
in "war zone" drawn around British Isles as a "blockade."
:M arch 1-Great Britain declares blockade of coast of Germany.
March 8-Great Britain declares cotton contraband.
l\farch 10-Sinking of American ship \Villiam P. Frye announced at Newport
News by German auxiliary cruiser Prinz Eitel Friedrich, which puts in to escape
capture, and later is interned.
April 12-German Ambassador appeals to American people to stop export of
arms to Allies. Contrary to diplomatic custom and courtesy, he ignores regular
channels for international communication.
April 21-United States answers appeal for embargo on shipment of arms-in
the negative-as required by neutrality.
May 7-Submarine sinks British steamship Lusitania; more than 1000 persons,
including 100 Americans, lost.
May 13-United States demands reparation for American lives lost through
sinking of Lusitania, and insists that submarine attacks on merchant vessels
carrying non-combatants must stop.
May 31-Germany questions status of Lusitania, suggesting that ship carried
Canadian reservists and ammunition for Allies.
June 10-United States repeats demands of May 13, requesting also pledge that
attacks on merchantmen shall follow rules of international law.
June 29-Steamship Armenian sunk; 11 Americans lost.
July 5-Sayville wireless plant, owned by Germans, and suspected of use for
war purposes in violation of American neutrality, seized by Navy Department
Aug. 4-British reply to protest against blockade upholds its legality. German
reply to protest of sinking of \Villiam P. Frye asserts its legality, but accepts
plan for a commission to estimate damages.
Aug. 19-Steamship Arabic sunk by German submarine; 20 lives lost.
Sept. 1-Germany agrees to sink no more liners without warning.
Sept. 10-President V.Tilson demands recall of Austrian Ambassador.
Oct. 5-Germany offers indemnity for sinking of Arabic, and disavows the action
of the commander of the submarine. United States notifies Turkey that Armenian
massacres must cease.
Nov. 8-United States again protests British blockade of Germany as illegal.
Dec. 1-America demands that Austria explain sinking of Italian steamship
Ancona.
Dec. 1-Unoflicial peace party, led by Ford, sails for Europe.
Dec. 16-Austria declines to explain sinking of Ancona until United States
shows legal responsibility.
Dec. 23-Unitcd States renews demand of disavowal in Ancona case. German
note on Frye case is unsatisfactory.
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Dec. SO-Austria punishes captain who sank Ancona, and admits principle that
safety of passengers must be assured before merchantmen may be sunk. Consul
McNeely, American, and 200 others drown when British steamship Persia is sunk
without warning in :\1editcrranean sea.
1916.
Jan. 7-Germany admits principle that merchantmen shall not be sunk until
safety of passengers is assured. and promises satisfaction in Persia case if circumstances require it.
Jan. 28-President Wilson asks belligerents to agree (1) to disarmament of
merchantmen, and (2) to rules regulating submarine warfare.
Feb. 4-Germany maintains that sinking of Lusitania was legal.
March 3-U. S. Senate tables Gore resolution. The resolution would warn
Americans against sailing on armed merchantmen.
March 7-U. S. House of Representatives tables Le:Morc resolution (similar to
Gore resolution).
March 2-1-Briti~h steamship Sussex torpedoed. ,Yith Americans on board.
April 11-Germany does not admit sinking the Sussex.
Aprii 18-United States sends ultimatum on sinking of Sussex. President Wilson calls Congress to explain situation warranting an ultimatum.
May 5-Replying to ultimatum, Germany promises that submarine attacks will
be discontinued if Great Britain raises blockade.
July 10-German merchant submarine Deutschland arrives at Baltimore.
Oct. 7-German submarine U-53 visits Xcwport.
Oct 8-U-53 sinks five neutral and British ships off Nantucket. United States
warships rescue survivors.
Oct. 29-British steamship Marina sunk by submarine without warning; 50
Americans aboard.
Nov. 1-Deutschland arrives at New London.
Nov. 8-Gcrman submarine attacks American ship Columbian.
Dec. 21-President Wilson warns belligerents that United States is being forced
into a position that ultimately most lead to entrance into war; and requests that
belligerents state peace terms as basis for future action.
1917.
Jan. 9-Allies state peace terms, including reparation and restitution, and
adequate guarantees for future security.
Jan. 22--President \l\lilson delivers speech on "peace without victory."
Feb. !-Germany declares new and extended submarine blockade of Great
Britain, announces limits of war zone, and threatens to sink without warning any
neutral ship found in the war zone.
Feb. 3-President 'Nilson ends diplomatic relations with Germany.
Feb. 10-Other neutrals decline to join with United States in ending diplomatic
relations with Germany. British steamship California sunk without warning; 46
drowned.
Feb. 26-President Wilson asks Congress for authority to use armed forces to
protect American rights. British steamship Laconia sunk by German submarine;
three Americans killed.
Feb. 28-Germany holds American consuls as hostages for safe departure of
German agents from United States.
March !-German plot to induce Japan and :Mexico to attack United States
revealed.
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March 3-Zimnl<'rman. German Foreign Secretary. admits German-~lcxicanJ apanesc plot.
March 6--Austria upholds unrestricted ruthless submarine warfare.
l'.farch 7-Prcsidcnt \\'ilson decides to arm American merchantmen, in spite of
the failure of Congress to approve it.
March 14-American steamship Algonquin torpedoed without warning.
April 2-President Wilson asks Congress to declare war with Germany.
April 4-U. S. Senate votes for war.
April 6--U S. House of Rcpresl'ntativcs voll'~ for war President signs
declaration of war. German ships in ,\merican waters ~ci~ed.
April !>-Austria severs diplomatic relations with Unikel States.
:\pril 24-French commission arrives in United States. Presi<lent signs
$7,000,000,000 war bond hill.
).fay 2 -German submarine sinks American stcam,hip Rockingham.
).lay H -June 14- Liberty loan of $:?,000,000,000 goes o, er the top.
May 11-State militia to be called into federal senict•. Prc,ident signs draft
hill. r.alling all men hchn:en the age of 21 and 30 years.
June 5-Draft registration day.
June 27-First contingent, American Expeditionary Fore,•. arrives 111 England.
July to-National Guarcl called for service.
July 13-First draft call-G87,000 mtn.
Aug. H-Pope proposes peace.
Aug. 29-Prcsident \\'ilson replies t,l Pope that no terms can be made with
existing German 1(0\'ernml'nt.
Sept. 7-Gcrman airships attal'k American hospitals behind lines in France; three
occupa11ts killed.
Oct. 1-Sl·cond Liberty I.oa11, $:l,000,000,000, oversubscribed.
Oct. 20-:\meric;rn transport ,\ntillc, sunk by submari11c; 70 lost.
Oct. :!6-American troops fire on German trenches.
Nov. 3-Gl·rmans in raid capture first Anwrican pri~oucrs.
Xov. 19-,\merican destroyer Chauncey sunk in war zone.
Dec. •I -Pn·,idcnt asks Congress to declare war on Austria. Declares Prussian
military masters must he crushc,l.
Dec. 6-1\mcrican destroyer Jacob Jones ~unk in war zone; liO lost.
1918.
Jan. i-Draft la,\ declared constitutional hy Unill·d States Supreme Court.
Jan. R-Prcside11t Wilson statt•s war aims.
Feb. i-British tran<port Tnscauia torpedoed. Of :!179 American soldiers
ahoard, J 70 arc lost.
Feb. 9-Germans capture American soldiers cast of St. Mihiel.
~lard1 2-,\merican troops repulse German attal'k along Chemin des Dames and
in Toul sector.
:\larch 1l Americans raid German trenclKs in Taul sector.
March 25 Anwrit-an engineers joi11 British i11 resisting German attack, and win
British service medals.
April JO-American troops JOlll British in battle zonr.
April 1:; to May ;!-Third Liberty Loan goes o,er top.
April 21-,\merican troops rcsi,t and drive back German picked forces at
Siechcprcy.
.\pril 29- ,\merican troops reported fighting b,·iore ./\miens.
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April 30--0nc hundred twenty two A1m:ricans receiYe French war medal for
valor.
).lay 23- Briti,h ,team,hip ).{ol,l:ll'ia sunk; .i:I :\mcnl:;111 sol<li1·rs drowned,
).fay 28-.\mcrican soldiers dri\'c (;nmans from Cantigny.
June 3- German submarine, raicl .\irerican ~hipping oil coast of 'sew Jcrs('y.
June 4-Amcrican troops, relieving French in counter-attack near Neiully \Vood,
hurl Germans back at Chateau Thierry, precipitating the J.!rcat German withdrawal
June :i-Rcgi,tralion oi men 21 Yl':tr, of ai:c ordcn·d in United States.
Jtrnc ,-American marines captml' Bl,urc,dll'", Toray and Belleau \\'ood.
J unc 13-Anwricans and French check German drive in Compdgnc.
July 1-Am<:rican arul British marines land in Kola, Rn,,ia. ,\mcricans aclrnnce
at Chalt'au Thierry. Total .\mnica11 iorccs in Europe or in tran~Jmrt, 1,0l!l,11:i.
July ;{-.\111nica11, 1.ik1· \"aux. In the a"ault 500 (~crman prisoners were
captured.
July 4-Grcat Brita111 cclcbrall', the Declaration of lndcpcndc11cc Anwricans
and Australians capture Haml'l and \'airc, and 1500 priso11,•r,. To cekhrate
American Independence 05 ships arc launched in the United States.
July 1.; -AnH'ricans huld firmly against lll'W German drive.
July J&-l n counter -,,ttarks ·2.;o,noo Amcriran troops participatl": the Germans
arc defeated at Rhci1w,.
July lb-,\nwricans ;,ml Fn·nrh recapturl' '!O Yi!lagl''- A111n1cans takl' 4000
prisoners.
July l!l- U. S. cruis1·r San Dirg 1 sunk Pear :--:cw York, probably 1,y suhmarine.
July 21-Four bargl·, ,unk and tug ,et afirl.' off Cr.pl' C"od by l,crman submarine.
•\mcricans n·capture C.hatl·au Thil·rry irom Crrrnans.
July 22 -Anwrican troops ad,ann• across the ).farnc south of Chatcau Thierry.
July 2i .-\mericans advance 10 miles.
July :n-Two ,\mcrican di,·isi11m hold C<'rmans on south bank of Ourcq river.
:\ug. 4-12 German ~nbmarillls raid American coastwise shipping on Atlantic
Ocean.
.\ug. 13-,\merican First Field Army formed in France, and takes over line
from St ).lihiel to Swbs frontier Submarine sinks another American schooner
ntar ~ew York.
Aug. 14-Submarinc sinks :nuthl·r American schooner.
.\ug. 17· -American tro, I" unrsl'as numhcr 1.450.000. Suhmarine ,inks two
,hips off South Atlantic rna;t.
Aug. 23- Submarine sii:ks thnl· ,\merican ships.
Aug. 26-- American ;n 1:1tors raid Conllans. Submarine sinks steamer and four
I shing boats off ::'.\ewfoHndland
Aug. 28-American troops force way inlo JuYigny.
Aug. 30-,\mcricans and French capture Chavigny. Americans complete capture
of Juvigny.
,\ng. 31 -l'·• sidenl \\'ilson si!{m draft bill for men from 1S to 15 years.
St'pt. 1-,\mericin troops in Iklgium capture Yoormczcele.
Stpt. 4-.\mericans and French occupy Blanzy, Bucy-le-Long, Branclle, Chasst•my and Vauxcere. Steamship Persic, with 2800 American soldiers aboard, torpedoed; ship is beached and all on board arc saved. Submarine is sunk. American
~t<.:amship Dora sunk.
Sept. 5-American transport Mt Vernon, homeward bound, torpedoed by sub•
marine; 35 of crew lost. Ship reaches port. Two submarines sunk.
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Sept. 10-Austria reqt.ests President Wilson to call conference of nations at
war to discuss peace terms informally.
Sept. 11-American troops reported at Archangel.
Sept. 12-First American Army attacks Germans on St. 1Iihicl salient, advancing
live miles on 30-mile front. Registration day for men 18 to 4.;; 12,875,000 sign
for draft.
Sept. 15-American advance at St. 1fihicl continued.
Sept. 16--American artillery fm:s shells into German fortress at ~Ietz, President
\Vilson rejects Austrian proposal for informal peace discussion.
Sept. 20 U. S. House of Representatives passes war revenue bill carrying
$8,182,0~0,000, greatest amount ever appropriated for \\ar purposes at one time.
Sept. 23-0ct. l!l-Fourth Liberty Loan, $6,000,000,000, oversubscribed. Rhode
Island exceeds quota by 33 per cent.
Sept. 26-American and French armies advance seven miles on front between
Verdun and Rheims in ChampaJ?ne; capture 5000 prisoners.
Sept. :!S-Americans capture Bellecourt, 1fauroy, and German stronghold at
:\Iont Faucon.
Sept. 30---Bulgaria surrenders.
Oct. '!- American, ltalian and British warships de,troy ,\ustrian naval base and
Austrian \\arships in harbor at Durazzo U. S. S. Tampa torpedoed in Bristol
Channel; 118 Jost.
Oct. a- Americans and French capture Mont Blanc in Chamr,.igne with 3000
prisoners.
Oct. 5 -Americans advance three miles in forc,t ,)f Argonne. Americans and
French capture St. Etienne.
Oct. 6- (;l-rmany n'qucsts armi,1ice.
Oct 7 Americans capture Chatcl Cherey.
<let. s-Pre,ident \\ ilson r•'J<'Ct-s proposed arm1st1ce, 1111lc~s Germany evacuates
invaded territory. Americans, French and British start new drive between St.
Quentin and Cambrai.
Oct. 10- German submarine sinks American steamship Tito111!eroga.
Oct. 12-Germany offers to evacuate im·adcd territory, a1 d a!ks for joint
commission to arrange terms of evacuation.
Oct. 1'1--Presidcnt Wilson refuses armistice while Kaiser 1r•rn•.;1:, :it head of
German government.
Oct. 16-Americans capture Grand Pre, north of forest of ,\rgom·~.
Oct. li-:\mericans and British driYe between Bohain and Le Cateau.
Oct. 21-Gennany again asks for armistice, declaring constitutional changes
ha\ e restricted powers of Kaiser.
Oct. 23-.\nnounccmcnt made that more than 2,000,000 American soldiers are
overseas
Oct. 29 German people flee from \\ estphalia and Rhineland, fearing bombardment of German cities by American great guns. Austria begs for an armistice.
Oct. 31-Turkey surrenders.
X ov. 3 \ustria surrenders.
Nov. 5 Americans, advancing toward Sedan, threaten to cut German lines of
retreat.
Xo\· 7- Americans enter Sedan.
~OY. 8-Americans continue attacks, and advance on both banks of River :'lfeuse.
Nov. 9-William Hohenzollern abdicates.
Nov. 11-Germany surrenders.

MONUMENT TO MAJ. HENRY HARRISON YOUNG
Chief of Scouts to G_ei1. ·Philip H . SheridAn
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